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Aileen Campbell, Cabinet Secretary for Local Government and Communities 
Simon Cameron, SJC Joint Secretary, COSLA 
 
- Sent via e-mail –  
 
 
5th January 2021 
 
 
Dear Aileen and Simon, 
 
Covid-19 – Urgent clarification required 
 
UNISON notes the announcement made by the First Minister yesterday, 4th January 2021, with 
regards the additional restrictions the country faces in light of the new, more highly contagious, 
strain of Covid 19. 
 
Whilst we welcome the fact that measures have quickly been put in place to protect our 
communities the announcement raises a number of questions and concerns specifically relating to 
the local government workforce that require urgent clarification. 
 
These issues are: 

 The definition of who is a ‘key worker’.  We have been raising issues with the definition of 
who is a ‘key worker’ from the start of the pandemic.  The further restrictions put in place, which 
provides for schools to be open for the teaching of children of ‘key workers’, brings this into sharp 
focus.  It not only raises questions about capacity in terms of how many children educational 
establishments might expect to turn up to schools but also which local government workers will 
meet this definition and therefore should turn up to work.  We understand that some local 
authorities are reporting an increase of up to 60% on the numbers of people applying for key worker 
classification for the purposes of sending children to school.  The lack of consistency in this definition 
is causing real difficulties for staff on the ground.  We believe that urgent clarification is needed 
regarding which services local authorities should be providing during this period and which local 
authority workers are therefore deemed to be essential.  The associated risk assessments and 
workplace guidance for those services will also need urgent review to ensure the mitigations put in 
place are sufficient to protect workers against the new strain of the virus. 

 The role of education support staff in the proposed model of remote learning.  During the 
initial lockdown the children of key workers were sent to ‘hubs’ for the purposes of childcare and 
many workers, who would otherwise have supported the opening of schools, were redeployed to 
support other local authority services.  In this lockdown the provision for the children of key workers 
is for face to face learning at school, not childcare.  In this context can you please clarify which 
education support staff will be required to support the face to face teaching of these children and 
what arrangements are being put in place to ensure the safety of all workers in education 
establishments?   

 The rights of parents who are key workers.  Given the provision for the children of key 
workers is for face to face learning rather than for childcare, can you confirm whether children can 
expect local authority transport to be provided to school?  Also UNISON calls for the withdrawal of 
the requirement, set by some councils, that both parents to be defined as key workers for the 
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purposes of eligibility for face to face schooling – one parent meeting this definition should be 
sufficient, should the parents require/desire, their children to access this facility.  And what support 
will be put in place for local authority workers who do not meet this definition but are expected to 
turn up for work when their children are expected to be at home. 

 The First Minister also made reference to the vaccination programme and the potential for 
Teachers to be prioritised in order to facilitate a re-opening of schools sooner rather than later.  We 
need to be clear that there should be a whole school approach to both testing and vaccination roll-
out.  Education support staff are often in greater contact with, and unable to socially distance 
themselves from, children by the very nature of their roles and it is impossible for workers 
supporting additional needs children to do so at all. 

 The First Minister today made reference to the roll out of testing.  We, and our trade union 
colleagues, have asked repeatedly when the roll-out of routine testing will be made available to care 
at home staff.  These workers – amongst some of the lowest paid in the sector – are going in and out 
of people’s homes on a daily basis and are extremely concerned about the potential transmission of 
the virus.  They will undoubtedly be even more concerned given the greater potential for 
transmission of the new strain.  This requirement for this provision is urgent - please when these 
workers will be able to access routine testing? 
 
We would welcome a meeting to discuss these matters as soon as possible and look forward to 
hearing from you. 
 
Best wishes, 
 
 
Johanna Baxter     Mark Ferguson 
Head of Local Government   Chair of Local Government Committee 
UNISON Scotland   UNISON Scotland 
 
c.c. Gail MacGregor, Resources Spokesperson, COSLA 
 
 
 


